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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

IMPROVING WRITING SKILLS WITH KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS USING
EMBEDDED LEARNING OPPORTUNITITES IN DRAMATIC PLAY

How do kindergarten teachers meet the required instructional mins, get students to
reach mastery of common core standards, and embed learning opportunities in play?
Teachers will need to focus on creating environments that foster creativity, problemsolving, and will help their individual students grow academically, socially, and
emotionally (Cress & Holm, 2017). There are very few studies that discuss embedding
learning opportunities for kindergarten students using kindergarten common core
standards. There are no current studies that address kindergarten teachers using
embedded learning opportunities to increase kindergarten writing skills as outlined by
common core standards. This study focused on just that: Do embedded learning
opportunities within dramatic play improve writing skills in kindergarten students?
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1.1 Background

CHAPTER 1: Introduction

In college, early childhood teachers are taught that embedded learning instruction through
play is the best way to teach young students about the world around them. Young children need to
explore their environment through touch and imagination (Wolery & Hemmeter, 2011). Preschool
classrooms are encouraged to have a dramatic play area to pretend and play. When young children
enroll in kindergarten, play is only done at recess (Korth, Wimmer, Wilcox, Morrison, Harward,
Peterson, Simmerman, & Pierce, 2016). Kindergarteners are expected to learn to read, become
mathematicians, be independent writers, sit in their chairs, and listen to teacher-directed
instruction. The Division for Early Childhood has created new Practice-Based Professional
Standards that outline how to prepare professionals to work in early childhood education. These
standards include play within each component (Initial Practice-Based Professional Preparation
Standards for Early Interventionists/Early Childhood Special Educators (EI/ECSE) (Initial birth
through age 8), n.d.). Yet, kindergarten children are not given the same learning opportunities or
materials to play as in preschool. Kindergarten standards focus on academics and leave out play.
In Common Core’s First Casualty: Playful Learning, Jill Bowdon notes on the “increased
emphasis on didactic forms of literacy and math instruction at the expense of hand-on, playful
learning” (Bowdon, 2015). Our kindergarten students deserve those learning opportunities or
materials to play in their environment while also engaging in kindergarten learning standards.
Students begin state-level testing in third grade in most states (Yoon, 2014), including
Kentucky (Assessments - Kentucky Department of Education, 2019). When typically developing
students are not performing to grade-level standards, second-grade teachers are often blamed
(Bowdon, 2015). When second-grade students are not reading on grade level, writing to grade-
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level standards, or solving math problems to grade level, first-grade teachers are blamed. This
trickles down to kindergarten teachers as well. The main goal for educators and public schools has
become: How do we prepare students to perform above average on state-level testing in third grade
(Bowdon, 2015)? Common Core and No Child Left Behind have left teachers unprepared to teach
play-based instruction (Bowdon, 2015). School districts and administrators have affected how
often kindergarteners play by mandating instructional mins for teachers to follow. For example, a
kindergarten classroom may be required to have 90 mins of guided reading instruction, 60 mins of
math instruction, and 20 mins of teacher-directed writing instruction. These min requirements limit
the time children are engaging in purposeful play.
Each state, including the District of Columbia, has created a set of learning standards to
increase rigor in schools, provide an outline for curricula, and a way to ensure that their students
are life-ready post-graduation (Cress & Holm, 2017). The common core standards are meant to
teach mastery by the end of the school year, which means that all kindergarten students are to
master the common core skills by the end of the school year to be considered academically
prepared for the next school year and next set of common core grade-level standards.
Reading and math instruction are given more instructional mins when compared to the
mins given to writing. On average, writing instruction during literacy was given 6.1 minutes in the
fall and 10.5 minutes per day in the winter (Puranik et al., 2013). According to recent research,
kindergarten students should be spending no less than 30 mins writing daily (Graham et al., 2012).
In a study conducted by Yoon, found that writing could be paired with play in kindergarten.
Writing became a means to extend play when given the opportunities and materials. Snyder (2013)
examined at how to use “writer’s workshop” to promote writing self-efficacy and growth of
kindergarten writers. The author found that daily mini-lessons, student-teacher conferences, and
2

sharing time were paramount for writing growth and self-efficacy. This is the model that many
kindergarten teachers use today. This teacher-directed instruction is vital to the writing process.
Kindergarten teachers need to make sure that students are given teacher-directed
instruction through mini-lessons or student-teacher conferences to increase kindergarteners'
writing abilities. However, play could be added to the writer’s workshop to create an opportunity
for a more developmentally appropriate approach. Embedded learning opportunities are often used
in early childhood settings. Embedding learning opportunities allow the child to lead their learning,
create, practice previously instructed lessons, and ensure thoughtful and timely feedback from a
teacher on a targeted skill (Grisham-Brown, Pretti-Frontczak, Hawkins, & Winchell, 2009).
In order to meet the required instructional mins, get students to reach mastery of common
core standards, and embed learning opportunities in play, teachers will need to focus on creating
environments that foster creativity and problem-solving and help their students grow academically,
socially, and emotionally (Cress & Holm, 2017). Very few studies discuss embedding learning
opportunities for kindergarten students using common core standards. There are no current studies
that address kindergarten teachers using embedded learning opportunities to increase kindergarten
writing skills as familiar core standards outline. This study will address the following research
questions: Do embedded learning opportunities within dramatic play improve the acquisition of
writing skills in kindergarten students?

2.1 Participants

CHAPTER 2: Methodology

The participants in this study were from the researcher’s kindergarten class in rural
Kentucky. The four participants were separated based on their progress toward the Kentucky
3

Kindergarten Common Core standards using historical data. Students were asked to write one to
two sentences about a book that was read to them. Their writing was assessed after they were done
using a writing checklist that aligns with Kentucky Kindergarten Common Core Standards (see
appendix 1: writing rubric). It looked at punctuation, how many words per sentence, letter
formation/capitalization, and phonetic spelling using beginning, middle, and ending sounds. Out
of the four participants, one student was above the mastery of the standards, two students were
progressing towards the standards, and one student was below the criteria for mastery of the
standards. Due to the lack of research on kindergarten writing skills, participants needed to be
typically developing and have no present delays that could impact their progress during the study.
For students to be included in the study, they needed to attend school more than 90% of previous
school days, speak English as their first language, and have no present academic or emotional
delays. The four participants chosen were the first four to return signed consent forms that met the
criteria. Carter was a six-year-old male, Asher was a six-year-old male, Taylor was a five-year-old
female, and Aria was a six-year-old female. The kindergarteners were given false names that were
only identifiable to researchers and were placed in random order to receive interventions using a
digital random order generator.
Samantha Tabor is a Graduate Student at The University of Kentucky, teacher of the
participants, and lead investigator on this study. Mrs. Tabor has six years of experience teaching
kindergarten in rural Kentucky. This study is conducted within her classroom. A Graduate Student
at the University of Kentucky performed procedural fidelity and interobserver agreements weekly.
2.2 Settings and Materials
The setting for this study was Mrs. Tabor’s kindergarten classroom in an early childhood
public school in rural Kentucky. Writing instruction took place within the general education
4

classroom during small group student-teacher conferencing and dramatic play during the freechoice time. Each student had access to writing utensils (pencils, colored pencils, crayons,
markers), writing journals with writing paper, a large word wall with sight words, a small paper
copy of the word wall with sight words, dramatic play area, a small table, chairs for each student,
and clipboards. The materials used were familiar to all the participants. Baseline data and
intervention data were taken while the participants played in the dramatic play kitchen. Participants
were given writing journals and writing materials during their play time and given the direction to
write during their play. This could include what they were playing, what they wanted to play, who
they wanted to play with, or whatever they wanted to write about during their play. Mrs. Tabor’s
classroom was approximately 900 sq feet. There are 24 kindergarten students aged five to six years
old. There are four teachers: a general education teacher, special education teacher, classroom
assistant, and special education assistant. Distractions (e.g., other students asking for assistance or
asking to go to the bathroom) were taken care of by the other teachers within the classroom.
2.3 Behaviors
Writing goals were individualized to each participant based on historical data using
Kentucky Common Core writing standards that were collected during student-teacher
conferencing prior to the baseline data collection.
Table 1 Writing Goals

Participant
Carter
Asher

Writing Goal
Carter will independently write 3 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more independence.
Asher will independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds and correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive
sessions with 80% or more independence.
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Taylor

Aria

Taylor will independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds and correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive
sessions with 80% or more independence.
Aria will independently write 2 or more sentences with 4 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds with correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive
sessions with 80% or more independence.

2.4 Research Design
The experimental design used was single-case multiple baseline design across students
(Ledford & Gast, 2018). Students were assessed on the percentage of steps done correctly on their
task analysis. Experimental control was demonstrated when data remained stable in each tier, and
change was only seen when the independent variable was implemented. The independent variable
was system of least prompts (Collins, 2012) embedded into play to increase writing skills with
kindergarten writers.
Control confounds, such as history, maturation, and procedural infidelity were controlled by
moving the participants into the intervention section once the previous participant showed steady
progress towards mastery or reached criterion of 80% over 5 consecutive sessions. 5 consecutive
sessions were chosen to show maintenance of their writing skill over time. Threats were also
controlled for by keeping conditions short, training/retraining data collectors, and changing
conditions after the data are stable. Data collectors used an “environmental set-up” checklist to
make sure that the environment was ready for participants and data collection (see table 2).
Table 2 Environmental Set-up

Environmental Set-up:
Kitchen set up (table, chairs, kitchen)
Writing utensils
Writing journals
Visual supports

+ or -
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Fill out top portion of data sheet
Data collector communicates intent with other adults

2.5 Data Collection and Measurement
Baseline data were taken in the kitchen area during and after the participants writing
process. All writing was assessed, even if the writing was not directly connected to their play.
Baseline data were taken using the same data sheets used for intervention but instead were scored
using a plus or minus if they were able to complete the step towards their writing goal. Participants
were not made aware of their writing goal during baseline.
For all of the participants, spelling did not matter. As long as there was a clear phonetic
beginning, middle, and ending in all of the words of their sentences. While spelling did not matter
with the participant’s writing, the sentences did need to make sense. They could write about what
they were playing or not, it just needed to be spelled phonetically and make sense. An example
would be if the participant wrote, “I like to mak cotin cande.” A non-example would be if the
participant wrote, “I cotin cande et.” Cotton, candy, make, and eat are all spelled phonetically,
however, in the non-example the sentence did not make sense and the participant would need a
verbal prompt to fix it.
Table 3 Data Sheet: Carter

Participant

Writing Goal

Carter

Carter will independently write 3 or more
sentences with 5 or more words per sentence,
including correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or
more independence.

Steps

Response

1. Writes 1st sentence
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2. Sentence has 5 or more words
3. Correct punctuation
4. Writes 2nd sentence
5. Sentence has 5 or more words
6. Correct Punctuation
7. Writes 3rd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Correct punctuation
Number/% independent
Number/% verbal
Number/% model
Number/% physical
Response Key:
I- Independent (+ or – for baseline)
V- Verbal
M- Model
P- Physical

Table 4:Data Sheet: Asher

Participant

Writing Goal

Asher

Asher will independently write 2 or more
sentences with 5 or more words per sentence,
including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds and correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more
independence.

Steps

Response

1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 5 or more words
8

3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct Punctuation
7. Write 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct Punctuation
Number/% independent
Number/% verbal
Number/% model
Number/% physical
Response Key:
I- Independent (+ or – for baseline)
V- Verbal
M- Model
P- Physical
Table 5 Data Sheet: Taylor

Participant

Writing Goal

Taylor

Taylor will independently write 2 or more
sentences with 5 or more words per sentence,
including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds and correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more
independence.

Steps

Response
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1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 5 or more words
3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct Punctuation
7. Write 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct Punctuation
Number/% independent
Number/% verbal
Number/% model
Number/% physical
Response Key:
I- Independent (+ or – for baseline)
V- Verbal
M- Model
P- Physical
Table 6 Data Sheet: Aria

Participant

Writing Goal

Aria

Aria will independently write 2 or more
sentences with 4 or more words per sentence,
including beginning, middle, and ending
sounds with correct punctuation across
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settings over 5 consecutive sessions with 80%
or more independence.
Steps

Response

1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 4 or more words
3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct Punctuation
7. Write 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 4 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct Punctuation
Number/% independent
Number/% verbal
Number/% model
Number/% physical
Response Key:
I- Independent (+ or – for baseline)
V- Verbal
M- Model
P- Physical
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CHAPTER 3: Procedures

3.1 Screening Procedures

Each participant had their own set of skills. The skills were selected based on the student’s
performance on previous report card assessments that use Kentucky kindergarten common core
standards and work samples. These assessments were done over three days using three work
samples per student. Students were given a general writing prompt (e.g., write about food you like,
something you do at school). Students were given 15 min to write and illustrate a story. Writing
was labeled by the student with their name and put into the “turn-in tub.” The data collectors
reviewed each writing with a writing checklist and gave a corresponding score.
3.2 General Procedures
Students within this kindergarten classroom had a 25 min writing block. The writing block
had three sections: a whole group mini-lesson, student-teacher conference, and share time. The
participants within this study received a ten-min student-teacher conference where they received
direct instruction from the teacher. All participants received writing instruction during the writing
block during baseline, intervention, and generalization. After the writing block, there was a free
choice time for students. Then the participants were able to practice what they learned from the
direct instruction during free-choice time. Participants brought their writing journals to dramatic
play. The participants were in the kitchen area for 15-20 minutes per session. The participants were
instructed to write during their time at the dramatic play area. They are given examples such as
writing for a purpose (e.g., writing to another participant or student), writing for expression (e.g.,
writing an order), or writing for explanation (e.g., writing about what happened at dramatic play).
Each student had a task analysis for the steps they needed to show mastery of their writing skill.
Students were given a percentage for a number of independent steps from the task analysis
completed.
12

If the participant correctly and independently did the steps in the task analysis, they received
verbal praise after each step was completed independently. If the participant incorrectly did the
task analysis steps, they received a prompt. Prompts were used using a system of least prompts.
Prompts went from least intrusive to most intrusive; independent (no prompt given), verbal, model,
and physical.
Table 7 Task Analysis

Participant

Task Analysis

Carter

Carter will independently write 3 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more independence.

Asher

Taylor

1. Writes 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 5 or more words
3. Correct Punctuation
4. Writes 2nd sentence
5. Sentence has 5 or more words
6. Correct Punctuation
7. Writes 3rd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Correct Punctuation
Asher will independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending sounds
and correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive sessions
with 80% or more independence.
1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 5 or more words
3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct punctuation
7. Writes 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct punctuation
Taylor will independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending sounds
13

and correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive sessions
with 80% or more independence.

Aria

1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 5 or more words
3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct punctuation
7. Writes 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 5 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct punctuation
Aria will independently write 2 or more sentences with 4 or more
words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending sounds
with correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive sessions
with 80% or more independence.
1. Write 1st sentence
2. Sentence has 4 or more words
3. Words have beginning sound
4. Words have middle sound
5. Words have ending sound
6. Correct punctuation
7. Writes 2nd sentence
8. Sentence has 4 or more words
9. Words have beginning sound
10. Words have middle sound
11. Words have ending sound
12. Correct punctuation

3.3 Instructional Procedures
During the participants’ student-teacher conferencing time during their writing block,
students received direct instruction from Mrs. Tabor on their writing skills. Participants were given
a writing prompt during the whole group mini lesson. Mrs. Tabor would spend ten mins per small
group to review their writing skills and achieve mastery of them. Participants received this
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instruction during baseline, intervention, and generalization as this was a part of their general
curriculum that they received in the classroom.
3.4 Baseline Procedures
During baseline procedures, participants were not reminded of their writing goal and were
just instructed to write during their time in the kitchen area. Data collectors then marked each
participant's datasheet as they wrote and as they finished their writing during the play time (See
Appendix 2. Completed Baseline Datasheet). Two sessions were run per day, one in the morning
and one in the afternoon. Procedures stayed the same during both morning and afternoon sessions.
Each researcher and teacher had a task analysis for each child with steps that the student
needed to complete during their writing. Each data sheet contained an Environmental Set-up list
where data collectors could mark a plus or minus before starting the session (see table 2).
3.5 Intervention Procedures
Many procedures stayed the same when transitioning to the intervention. Participants still
received their direct instruction during their writing block and went to the kitchen area during free
choice. Participants were still instructed to write during their time in the kitchen area. In baseline
and intervention, participants were writing during their writing block and in the kitchen area during
free choice. Only their writing during free choice in the kitchen area was assessed for baseline and
intervention. During intervention when students moved to the dramatic play kitchen, Mrs. Tabor
would verbally remind the students of their writing goal prior to the participant writing. Once the
participant verbally confirmed that they knew their writing goal by repeating it back to Mrs. Tabor,
they could begin writing. As the students wrote, Mrs. Tabor used system of least prompts until the
participant completed the steps to achieve their writing goal (See Appendix 3. Completed
Intervention Datasheet). If the participant was not independently completing a step or making an
15

attempt toward the step within five seconds, Mrs. Tabor would give a prompt in the order as seen
in Table 2.2.
Students were assessed on their ability to complete the steps independently using system
of least prompts. System of least prompts were chosen for this study because the participants were
already familiar with the scaffolding used in system of least prompts, as it is used throughout the
school year while learning in small and whole group with their teacher. Prompts included
independent (no prompt needed), verbal, model, and physical prompts. Prompts could be given
during or after the participant is done writing. All prompts were given a five second wait time. If
the participant was able to start working on the writing step during the five seconds, a prompt was
not given. If a participant did not make efforts towards the writing step, the next prompt was given.
A verbal prompt included a conversation or reminder of the step. An example would be Mrs. Tabor
noticing that the student wrote a sentence with 3 words and verbally reminded them of their writing
goal by repeating their writing goal. A model included Mrs. Tabor writing a physical model or
example showing them what they could write. An example of a verbal plus model prompt would
be if the participant wrote a sentence with three words and Mrs. Tabor wrote an example of how
to add words to the sentence in the participant’s writing journal or on a separate piece of paper. A
verbal model plus a physical prompt included using hand-over-hand and verbally expressing to
help the student create a punctuation or letter formation. Due to the nature of a physical prompt, it
was only used as a last resort to help a participant reach their learning goal. Mastery was set at
80% of steps completed independently over 5 consecutive sessions.
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3.6 Generalization Procedures
During small group guided reading instruction, participants were given time to write a
response to the book that they read. Generalization data were taken on the participants that met
criterion during intervention. No instruction or prompting was given. Participants’ responses were
measured after their writing was completed based on a percentage of steps completed
independently on their task analysis. This showed generalization across settings and tasks.
3.7 Inter-rater Reliability and Fidelity
Reliability and fidelity data were taken by a Graduate Student weekly. The inter-observer
agreement was calculated using point-by-point agreement. This was calculated by number of
agreements over the number of agreements plus number of disagreements and multiplied by 100
(Tawney & Gast, 1984). Reliability was at 100% throughout the study. Procedural fidelity data
was calculated using direct systematic observations. This was calculated by the number of
interventionist behaviors observed over the number of interventionist behaviors planned and
multiplied by 100 (Wolery, 2011). Procedural fidelity was at 98% across the study. The 2% was
lost due to a miscommunication on one of the steps. The miscommunication was the understanding
of correct punctuation (periods vs exclamation points). Both periods and exclamation points would
be accepted as correct punctuation. A meeting was set between Mrs. Tabor and the Graduate
Student, and the miscommunication was settled. There were no other miscommunications moving
forward.
Table 8 Session Fidelity

Session
Fidelity:

Step
1

Step
2

Step
3

Step
4

Step
5

Give task
direction (i.e.,
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Step
6

Step
7

Step Step Step Step Step
8
9
10
12
11

write first
sentence)
Wait 5
seconds for
the response
If child
responds
correctly,
gives specific
verbal praise
If child does
not respond,
give verbal
prompt and
wait 5
seconds
If child
responds
correctly,
gives specific
verbal praise
If child does
not respond,
give model
and wait 5
seconds
If child
responds
correctly,
gives specific
verbal praise
If child does
not respond,
give physical
model
If child
responds
correctly,
gives specific
verbal praise
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Figure 0.1 Results
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CHAPTER 4: Results
4.1 Results
Data collection came to an end on May 19, 2022, as it was the last full school day for the
participants. Three of the four participants were able to move into the intervention phase and two
of those participants were able to move into the generalization phase. None of the participants
required a model or physical prompt to reach criterion. All three participants that reached the
intervention phase did require verbal prompts.
Carter’s writing goal was to independently write 3 or more sentences with 5 or more words
per sentence, including correct punctuation across settings over 5 consecutive sessions with 80%
or more independence. Carter was able to reach criterion, 80% independence over five consecutive
sessions during intervention within ten sessions. When visually analyzing his data, there is only
one data point that overlaps from baseline to intervention. There is an immediate change in level
and trend from a low level to a high level that then remains stable through generalization. He did
require verbal prompts at the beginning of the intervention phase but was quickly able to be
independent with each of the individual steps. After he reached criterion, he was moved into the
generalization phase. He was able to maintain independence on his writing goal during
generalization.
Once Carter reached criterion for five consecutive sessions, Asher started intervention.
Asher’s writing goal was to independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or more words per
sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending sounds and correct punctuation across settings
over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more independence. It took five sessions for Asher to
consistently reach criterion of 80% or more independence. When visually analyzing his data, there
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is no overlap in data points from baseline to intervention. There is an immediate change in level
and trend from a low level to a high level that remains stable into generalization. Asher did require
verbal prompts at the beginning of the intervention phase but was able to adjust and write with
100% independence during his time at the dramatic play kitchen. He was then moved into the
generalization phase and data was concluded when the school year ended.
After Asher reached criterion for five consecutive sessions, Taylor started intervention.
Taylor started intervention on the last week of school. Data collection had to conclude on the last
day of school. Taylor’s writing goal was to independently write 2 or more sentences with 5 or
more words per sentence, including beginning, middle, and ending sounds and correct punctuation
across settings over 5 consecutive sessions with 80% or more independence. When visually
analyzing her data, there is a little overlap between baseline and intervention. The data does show
an accelerating trend in intervention, the data is still relatively unstable. While she never reached
criterion, she did show two sessions of 100% independence. Taylor was incredibly inconsistent in
her writing while at the dramatic play center in both baseline and intervention phases. Her baseline
did stabilize between 30-50% independence on her writing goal between the 6th and 20th sessions
of baseline. However, her intervention data, including her two sessions of 100% independence
shows a trend towards reaching criterion.
Due to limited time, Aria never reached the intervention phase. However, her baseline data
shows that without intervention, she would not be reaching end of the year kindergarten writing
standards during play.
4.2 Limitations
One of the biggest limitations during this study was the access to participants due to the
end of the school year. Data were collected until the students were released for summer break.
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Based on the data collected on three of the four participants, it could be concluded that the fourth
participant would have been able to reach criterion within a timely fashion.
Another limitation of this study was that this study did not evaluate the system of least
prompts due to the fact that the participants of this study only needed an explanation of their
writing goal and a verbal prompt. While this study planned to evaluate the system of least prompts,
the participants were successful with other components and never formally contacted the system
of least prompts. Meaning that the participants did not need a model or physical prompt in order
to achieve their writing goal and therefore increase their writing ability. Conclusions about the
effectiveness of the systems of least prompts cannot be drawn due to the success of the participants
in this study.
4.3 Discussion
The data shows a huge improvement in student’s ability to reach a writing goal when
writing during play in a dramatic play area. These participants were very successful for many
reasons. For one, they were older kindergarteners who were familiar with their writing
expectations and writing goals. They were also incredibly independent and often wrote when free
choice started and played after they were done writing. The participants did learn a meaningful
skill in learning how to write independently when playing. They made connections to their play
and often acted out what they had written about. In addition, they did a lot of socializing while
writing to help guide their play after they had finished writing. This study showed that with
intentional and systematic writing instruction in tandem with play, kindergarten students can be
successful in meeting their writing goals across settings and materials.
While two of the four participants were able to reach criterion for their writing skills, it was
a difficult process. Two sessions were being run per day and the participants often felt “burned22

out” about playing with the same three participants and writing about the same things twice a day.
Often, they were given a choice about playing with another student after the writing part of the
study was concluded or given suggestions on what they could write about so that they were not
writing about the same things. As an example, they loved to write about different things being on
fire in the kitchen or different things being in the oven so that they could reach their word
minimums. This might have been different had the study been run earlier in the year. At the time
that the study was being run, the students were already very proficient writers and were writing at
a first-grade level based on Kentucky Writing Standards.
Before baseline sessions, we realized very quickly that the writing goals needed to be
adjusted as the participants already knew writing expectations for that time of the school year and
were consistently reaching criterion without intervention. These participants were writing at an
end-of-the-year level and were demonstrating their learned writing ability. This study would have
looked very different if conducted in early fall or winter when Kindergarten students are not
writing to the kindergarten standard and are still learning how to write to the standard.
Another observation during baseline was that the participants often did want to write during
play. They wanted to make menus for their restaurant and take orders but that often did not connect
to their goals. They were practicing their writing skills when playing but it never translated to their
goals. Further studies should investigate more authentic writing and play as it relates to
kindergarten students earlier in the school year. This study could very easily be translated to other
play spaces as well based on child interest. Such as block area, baby dolls, or a mixture of different
play spaces.
While this study could be translated to other play spaces, it is important to connect the
finding to current research on kindergarten writing. While kindergarten students are losing time to
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play in and outside of the classroom due to the demands of common core and the push to prepare
students for the next grade level, this study finds that kindergarteners are capable of reaching
grade-level standards while playing. Since this study was cut short due to the end of the school
year, future research should be done throughout the school year with kindergarten students to
evaluate the success of embedded learning opportunities in play-based spaces based on child
interest. Based on this one study it is uncertain whether practices should change in kindergarten
classrooms. While further research within these areas needs to be conducted, this study does show
promise that play can be added to the regularly scheduled kindergarten day to increase writing
skills.
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